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A little about 
Overcomers Counseling 

LLC



Our experience in Behavioral Health, Relative to 
the Four Corners. 



Continued,

- Significant Substance Abuse issues across all demographics and economic backgrounds. We find that not only are 
people struggling more frequently with moderate to severe SA related disorders, but the collateral damage 
incurred by these individuals on their families, friends collogues and much more, leads to more significant issues 
and costs for the healthcare system. Clients also frequently deal with a lot of barriers to care. Transportation, 
lack of economic capacity, lack of social and familial support and lack of education on the topic. 

- A large number of the population still hold something of a negative mindset toward the idea of getting help, 
either in the form of therapy or in the form of psychiatric services.  We frequently run into this issue and its 
repercussion is a significant sense of apathy from even the population who are seeking services on their own, 
toward their therapeutic commitments. 

- Lack of Mental Health Awareness. This is an issue that we believe is born out of our modern popular culture 
idea of what exactly is a mental health issue. While some diagnosis are more prevalent then others and more 
significant much of the population understands what their potential diagnosis means and how it may impact 
their quality of life. 



Benefits with the current system



Concerns



Concerns Continued,



It may be difficult to see but this 
is an example of how we as a 
providers have to go to difficult 
lengths in order to obtain the 
information we need to conduct 
business. 

- Just to rehash, the MCOs 
have outsourced much of 
the major functions 
previously carried out by 
their website to the website 
Availity, 
 - Once a patient has been 
billed out, we have to use 
Availity to search incoming 
ERAs to find out what we 
have and have not been paid 
for.  Just as an example the 
DOS for this patient are not 
listed in chronological order. 



Problems with Availity Continued,

- Much of the websites functions 
appear to be incomplete, 

- As an example to the right, we 
have a, “check claims” function 
built into Availities system 
however the website doesn’t 
even recognize its own search 
parameters and instead gives us 
an error stating incorrect EFT 
when the search parameter is for 
the client name. 



In summary
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